
 

   MEDIA RELEASE                                                                      FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

DRB-HICOM NETS 
RM96.7M PROFIT BEFORE TAX IN Q3  

 

SHAH ALAM, Thursday, 28 February – On the back of revenue worth RM3.17b, DRB-

HICOM Berhad (DRB-HICOM, the Group) has recorded a RM96.7m profit before tax (PBT) 

for the three months ended December 2018, reversing a pre-tax loss of RM276.24m in the 

same period in 2017.  

 

For the nine months ended December 2018, the Group recorded a pre-tax loss (PTL) of 

RM46.94m. 

 

SECTOR REVIEW 

For the nine month period ended 31 December 2018, revenue at the Group’s Services 

Sector came in at RM3.37b. As per the previous period, improved performance at the 

banking and waste management businesses enabled the sector to maintain similar revenue 

levels compared against the previous quarter/period. 

 

Property Sector revenue of RM364.35m came in lower compared to the same period a year 

ago, reflecting the lower revenue from the Group’s construction projects. 

 

The largest contributor to DRB-HICOM’s revenue remains the Automotive Sector.  Still, the 

nine month period saw revenue coming in lower against the same period a year ago, at 

RM5.28b. It is noted that the previous corresponding period’s revenue include that of the 

Lotus marque, which was disposed in September 2017. At the quarterly level, both PROTON 

and DEFTECH – with the positive reception to the PROTON X70 SUV and increased 

completion volume of the AV8 military vehicles respectively – drove the better quarter 

performance. 

 

 



 

 

PROSPECTS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2019 

Following PROTON’s maiden SUV’s official debut on 12 December 2018, PROTON has to 

date delivered over 7,000 units of the X70, from approximately 18,000 bookings. The national 

carmaker continues to pursue quality improvement initiatives as well as improving 

PROTON’s model offerings. These key efforts have proven to be instrumental in boosting the 

market’s confidence in PROTON. At the sales networks, adoption of global standards has 

ensured a more customer-oriented delivery process. 

 

Other business units within the Group also continue pursuing operational improvements 

across the value-chain as they move to enhance business performance. 

 

The Group’s operating results for the financial year ending 31 March 2019 is expected to be 

better than the previous year’s financial performance (excluding exceptional items).  

 

-ENDS- 

 

 

ABOUT DRB-HICOM BERHAD  

www.drb-hicom.com   

DRB-HICOM Berhad (“DRB-HICOM”) is one of Malaysia’s leading conglomerates with core businesses in the 

Automotive, Services, and Property sectors. With more than 70 active companies in its stable and an over 

56,000 employees group-wide, DRB-HICOM’s aim is to continue adding value and propelling the nation’s 

development. In the Automotive sector, DRB-HICOM is involved in the manufacturing, assembly and distribution 

of passenger and commercial vehicles, including the national motorcycle. In Services, DRB-HICOM is involved in 

various businesses, including concession and financial-related services. In Property DRB- HICOM is involved in 

the development of industrial properties. 

 
FORWARD-LOOKING DISCLOSURES 

All statements herein, other than historical facts, contain forward-looking statements and are based on DRB-

HICOM’s current forecasts, expectations, targets, plans, and evaluations. Any forecasted value is calculated or 

obtained based on certain assumptions. Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties. 

http://www.drb-hicom.com/


 

A number of significant factors could therefore cause actual results to differ from those contained in any 

forward-looking statement. Significant risk factors include: 

 Feasibility of each target and initiative as laid out in this news release; 

 Fluctuations in interest rates, exchange rates and oil prices; 

 Changes in laws, regulations and government policies; and 

 Regional and / or global socio economic changes. 

Potential risks and uncertainties are not limited to the above and DRB-HICOM is not under any obligation to 

update the information in this news release to reflect any developments or events in the future. 

If you are interested in investing in DRB-HICOM, your investment decision is at your own risk, taking the 

foregoing into consideration. Please note that neither DRB-HICOM nor any third party providing information 

shall be responsible for any loss or damage that may result from your investment in DRB-HICOM based on the 

information presented in this news release. 

For further information, please contact: 
  
Mahmood Abd Razak 
Head, Group Strategic Communications Division 
DRB-HICOM Berhad 
Tel: 03-20528007  
 
Nur Balkish Hood 
Deputy Head, Group Strategic Communications Division 
DRB-HICOM Berhad 
Tel: 03-20528266 


